Abstract. We combine the Duke-Imamoglu-Ikeda lifting with the theta lifting to produce new CAP representations of metaplectic, symplectic and orthogonal groups. These constructions partially generalize the theories of Waldspurger on the Shimura correspondence and of PiatetskiShapiro on the Saito-Kurokawa lifting to higher dimensions. Applications include a relation between Fourier coefficients of Hilbert cusp forms of weight k + 1 2 and a weighted sum of the representation numbers of a quadratic form of rank 2k by a quadratic form of rank 4k.
e(x) = e 2π √ −1x . Let ψ = v ψ v be the additive character of A/F such that ψ v = e for v ∈ S ∞ . For η ∈ F × v we define a character ψ Here D v denotes the unique quaternion division algebra over F v . The main point about this diagram is that it does not commute. This is an instance of a general feature of correspondences associated to dual pairs. If we set π + v = π v and write π − v for the Jacquet-Langlands lift of π v to PD × v , then Mp ψv 1 (π ± v ) is the theta lift of π ± v to Mp(W 1 ) v . In the first half of this paper we take n to be odd. Let P n denote a parabolic subgroup of Sp n with Levi subgroup GL 2 × · · · × GL 2 × SL 2 . The letter p denotes a nonarchimedean prime of F . We now define the local A-packet of irreducible genuine unitary representations of Mp(W n ) p by ℓ ) denote the lowest (resp. highest) weight representation of the real metaplectic group of rank n with lowest (resp. highest) K-type (det) ℓ (resp. (det) −ℓ ) for a positive half-integer ℓ. Define v ǫ v in A cusp (Mp(W n )). When n = 1, Conjecture 1.1 is the elegant fundamental result of Waldspurger [41] . One source of motivation for the present work is to generalize this result to high rank groups. The genuine part of A cusp (Mp(W 1 )) is exhausted by the packets of this type and elementary cuspidal theta series. But when n > 1, those representations form a very small, exceptional class of cuspidal automorphic representations. In particular, they are CAP with respect to P n and not tempered at any finite primes. If ǫ v = + for all v ∈ S ∞ , then elements which correspond to a lowest weight vector at every real place are HilbertSiegel cusp forms of weight κ v + ) into A cusp (Mp(W n )) without the restriction on κ v by means of its explicit Fourier expansion.
In this paper we will realize those cuspidal automorphic representations in the packet as theta liftings from orthogonal groups of quadratic forms of rank 2n+1. These two different constructions will yield interesting identities of cusp forms. If v ε v = 1, then the Minkowski-Hasse theorem gives a unique equivalence class of quadratic spaces V ε n of dimension 2n + 1 and discriminant 1 which satisfy the following conditions:
• V ε n (F v ) has signature (2n, 1) if v ∈ S ∞ and ε v = (−1) (n−1)/2 ; • V ε n (F v ) is negative definite if v ∈ S ∞ and ε v = (−1) (n+1)/2 ; • V ε n (F p ) is split or not according as ε p = + or ε p = −. For a technical reason we suppose that κ v > n 2 for all v ∈ S ∞ . When v ∈ S ∞ , we let SO where Q εp n is a parabolic subgroup of SO(V ε n , F p ) with Levi subgroup
We here set SO − n (π p ) = 0 if π p is an irreducible principal series. In Theorem 5.6 we shall show that the following conjecture is equivalent to Conjecture 1.1, provided that
has multiplicity 1 in the space of cusp forms on SO(V ε n , A). One of key ingredients is the special case of Conjecture 1.1 proved in [20] (see Remark 1.2). By applying the theta lifts back and forth between the metaplectic and odd orthogonal groups, as Waldspurger did in [41] , we can deduce the following special case of Conjecture 1.3 and Theorem 5.7. The nonvanishing of theta liftings can be determined by the local Howe correspondence and the central value of a standard L-function. Extensions of the diagram above to the case of general W n have been obtained in the real case by Adams and Barbasch [1] and in the p-adic case by Gan and Savin [12] . The L-function was determined by the author [44] in complete generality. More serious is the obstruction of its possible vanishing at the central point. As for the representations we specifically consider, we can overcome this difficulty by appealing to a result of Waldspurger [41, Theorem 4] (or Friedberg and Hoffstein [6] ). Conjectures 1.1 and 1.3 are special cases of Arthur's conjecture for metaplectic and (non quasisplit) odd orthogonal groups (see [9] ), which leads to a partition of the set of automorphic representations into packets of various types. Though an appropriate trace formula will establish more comprehensive results, our proof is elementary and gives more precise information.
Next we take n to be even. Let 
The representation SK 
, where Q n is a parabolic subgroup of Sp n whose Levi subgroup is isomorphic to
In the following theorem we require the nonvanishing of the central value so the result is less complete than the metaplectic case (cf. Proposition 8.2). 
, then there is a totally positive definite quadratic space V ε n of dimension 2n and discriminant 1 such that V ε n (F p ) is split or not according as
occurs n times (see Section 3 for this notation).
occurs in the space of automorphic forms on O(V ε n , A) with multiplicity one. As an application, Theorem 9.1 identifies the Duke-Imamoglu-Ikeda lift with a sum of theta functions, which produces an identity analogous to the Siegel-Weil formula. Since Sp
(π p ) is equivalent to a subrepresentation of a degenerate principal series whose degenerate Whittaker functional w ξ p is unique up to scalar and can be constructed canonically as a Jacquet integral, the ξth Fourier coefficient of a Hilbert-Siegel cusp form
(π v ) is built out of the local quantity w ξ p (ϕ p ) and the det(2ξ)th Fourier coefficient of a Hilbert cusp form in
). On the other hand, we obtain ϕ as a theta lift from a definite orthogonal group, which involves theta functions and hence the position of lattice points, etc. Our identities thus contain a link between local and global information.
We denote the integer ring of F by o and the different of F/Q by d. Put
When Q : L × L → o is a totally positive definite quadratic form, it is one of the classical tasks of number theory to determine the number of
Let Ξ i be the finite set of isometry classes of totally positive definite even unimodular lattices of rank 2i. To solve this problem for L ∈ Ξ i , it is sufficient to determine the sum
for all Hecke eigenfunctions f : Ξ i → C. It is important to note that R(ξ, f ) appears in the ξth Fourier coefficient of the theta lift of f . When f : Ξ 2k → C is associated to an irreducible everywhere unramified cuspidal automorphic representation of PGL 2 (A) with parallel minimal weights ±2k in the sense of Theorem 8.3, we will give a product formula for R(ξ, f ) with ξ ∈ R 2k . We denote the integer ring of F p by o p and the cardinality of the residue field o/p by q p . The norm and the order of a fractional ideal of o are defined by N(p i ) = q i p and ord p p j = j. For η ∈ F × we writeχ η : A × /F × → {±1} for the character corresponding to F ( √ η)/F via class field theory, denote its conductor by d η and put
The Siegel series associated to ξ ∈ R 2m ∩ GL 2m (F ) and p is defined by 
There exists a monic polynomial
(see [22, 19] ). We define 
, and
, where the constant c(η) satisfies c(ηa 2 ) = c(η) v∈S∞ sgn v (a) k for every a ∈ F × , and
Remark 1.5. There are three further observations to make here.
(1) Since f and h are determined uniquely up to scalar, one gets relations between the ratios of the various R(ξ, f ) and those of c(det(2ξ)). For example, if det ξ = det ξ ′ and 
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Notation
We denote by N, Z, Q, R, C, R × + , S and µ k the set of strictly positive rational integers, the ring of rational integers, the fields of rational, real, complex numbers, the groups of strictly positive real numbers, complex numbers of absolute value 1 and k th roots of unity. We define the additive character e : R → S by e(x) = e 2π √ −1x and the sign character sgn : R × → µ 2 by sgn(t) = t/|t|. We also denote the determinant characters of orthogonal groups by sgn. When G is a totally disconnected locally compact group or a real Lie group, we denote the trivial representation of G by 1l G and write S(G) for the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on G.
The ground field F is a totally real number field or its completion. When F is global, we denote the adèle ring of F by A, the set of real primes of F by S ∞ and the v-completion of F by F v for each prime v of F . We reserve the letter p for nonarchimedean primes of F and do not use p to denote infinite primes. When F is local, we write Ω(F × ) for the group of all continuous homomorphisms from F × to C × and let α : F × → R × + denote the normalized absolute value. We define ℜµ as the unique real number such that µα −ℜµ is unitary.
When π is a discrete series representation of GL 2 (F ), we write π − for the Jacquet-Langlands lift of π to the multiplicative group of the quaternion division algebra over F . To be uniform, we set π + = π.
When F is nonarchimedean, we associate to a pair of characters µ 1 , µ 2 ∈ Ω(F × ) the representation I(µ 1 , µ 2 ) of GL 2 (F ) on the space of all smooth functions f on GL 2 (F ) satisfying
for all a 1 , a 2 ∈ F × ; b ∈ F and g ∈ GL 2 (F ). This representation is irreducible unless
For each positive rational integer κ we denote the discrete series representation of PGL 2 (R) with extremal weights ±2κ by D 2κ . For η ∈ F × we writê χ η for the character which corresponds to F ( √ η)/F via class field theory.
The root numbers of these representations are well-known.
is an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of PGL 2 (A), the set S π consists of finite primes p of F such that π p is a discrete series representation of PGL 2 (F p ) and its subset S − π consists of primes p such that π p ≃ St p . Let G be a reductive algebraic group over F and G a finite central covering of G(A) such that G(F ) lifts to a subgroup of G. We write A cusp (G) for the space of cusp forms on G(F )\G and denote the multiplicity of an abstract representation Π of G in A cusp (G) by m cusp (Π).
Part I. CAP representations for metaplectic groups
Theta correspondence
We review the necessary background and framework for the theta correspondence for the dual pair Mp(W n ) × O(V ). For a detailed treatment one can consult [7, 10, 30, 11, 44, 14] . Let W n be a 2n-dimensional left vector space over F equipped with a nondegenerate skew symmetric form , and V an m-dimensional right vector space with a nondegenerate symmetric form ( , ). The associated symplectic and orthogonal groups are denoted by Sp(W n ) and O(V ). We take matrix representation
by choosing a Witt basis of W n . We consider the symplectic vector space (V ⊗ W n , ( , ) ⊗ , ) of dimension 2mn. We have natural homomorphisms
The groups O(V ) and Sp(W n ) form a dual pair inside Sp(V ⊗ W n ). Fix a place v of F and temporarily suppress the subscript v from notation. For the time being, let ψ be an arbitrarily fixed nontrivial additive character on F = F v . The metaplectic group Mp(W n ) is the nontrivial central extension of Sp(W n ) by µ 2 . For a subgroup H of Sp n we denote the inverse image of H in Mp(W n ) byH.
The character ψ determines a Weil representation of the metaplectic double cover of the ambient symplectic group Sp(V ⊗ W n ). We obtain the representation ω
where ηV is the space V equipped with the quadratic form η · ( , ).
When m is odd (resp. even) and Π is an irreducible admissible genuine (resp. nongenuine) representation of Mp(W n ), the maximal quotient of ω When m is odd, we often view θ ψ V (Π) as a representation of SO(V ). When m = 2n + 1 and σ is an irreducible admissible representation of SO(V ), exactly one extension of σ to O(V ) participates in the Howe correspondence with Mp(W n ) (see [1, 12] ). We denote the unique extension byσ.
We go back to the global setting. Let ω 
Refining the work of Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis [34] , Lapid and Rallis [27] have developed a local theory of the doubling zeta integral and defined the local factors ε(s, σ v , ψ v ) and L(s, σ v ) properly. They satisfy a number of properties which characterize them uniquely. Wee Teck Gan [8] treated the analogous theory for metaplectic groups and defined the local factors
The following results were proved through the works of many authors. 
is zero by Lemma 10.2 of [44] . Thus θ ψ V (Π) is cuspidal by the tower property of Rallis. Moreover, the nonvanishing of θ ψ V (Π) depends only on Π as an abstract representation, not on the embedding of Π into A cusp (Mp(W n )). We can apply [7, Proposition 2.14] to see that the multiplicity of θ
. By assumption L(s, σ) is entire and L 1 2 , σ = 0. We can find the extensionσ of σ such that θ ψ n (σ) is an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of Mp(W n ) A via the same type of reasoning. Since Π ≃ θ ψ n (σ) by symmetry, Proposition 2.14 of [7] again shows that
We have thus proved the equality.
Langlands classification and theta correspondence
Let F be a local field of characteristic zero in this section. Define the Weil index γ ψ as in Section 1. If P = M N is a standard parabolic subgroup of Sp n with Levi subgroup M ≃ GL n 1 ×· · ·×GL nr ×Sp n 0 , where n 1 +· · ·+n r +n 0 = n, π i is a representation of GL n i (F ) and π 0 is a genuine representation of Mp(W n 0 ), then we can view
as a genuine representation ofM and we may consider the normalized induced representation Ind
Mp(Wn) P π ψ . When n 1 = n 2 = · · · = n r = 2 and n 0 ≤ 1, we will write P = P n .
We identify the center Z n of Sp n (F ) with µ 2 . Its inverse imageZ n is the center of Mp(W n ). If Π is an irreducible genuine representation of Mp(W n ), then the central character of Π has the form γ ψ · z ψ (Π), where z ψ (Π) is a character of Z n . We shall regard z ψ (Π) as ±1, depending on whether this character is trivial or not.
Let V . We formally set Mp
Theorem 2.5 of [32] says that
First we discuss the nonarchimedean case. Define quadratic spaces
, where H j is the split quadratic space of dimension 2j. Let k be a nonnegative integer. Set n = 2k + 1. Let
and by SO ± n (π) the Langlands quotient of the standard module
Here Mp ψ n (π − ) and SO − n (π) are interpreted as 0 if π is not a discrete series.
Proof. The Howe correspondence is compatible with the Langlands classification by Proposition 2.1 and [12, Theorem 8.1], which proves the first equivalence. Theorems 5.2 and 7.1 of [12] imply that
Since γ ψ η /γ ψ =χ η , we can deduce the second equivalence from the expression (3.1). Twisting by the characterχ η • x ± n commutes with parabolic induction in view of Lemma 4.9 of [36] , which proves the last equivalence.
ℓ ) denotes the lowest (resp. highest) weight representation of Mp(W n ) with lowest (resp. highest) Ktype (det) ℓ (resp. (det) = (a 1 , . . . , a k , 0, . . . , 0) or λ = (a 1 , . . . , a k , 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) , where k ≤ n 2 and a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ · · · ≥ a k ≥ 1. In the latter case 1 occurs n − 2k times. The symbol τ (λ) denote the finite-dimensional representation of O(n) corresponding to λ. Note that
We define the equivalence classes of real quadratic spaces V ± n of dimension 2n + 1 so that V 
Lemma 3.3 ([1]).
Suppose that n is odd, ψ = e and κ > n 2 .
= sgn(η), the equivalence (3.2) remains valid when F = R and π ≃ D 2κ .
Proof. If
respectively. Theorem 3.3 of [1] shows that θ
ℓ ) are discrete series representations whose Harish-Chandra parameters are (ℓ − 1, ℓ − 2, . . . , ℓ − n), where ε = sgn(t)(−1) (n−1)/2 . Letting ℓ = κ + n 2 , we obtain (1), (2) . If SO(V ε n ) is topologically connected, then x ε n is trivial. We may therefore assume that ε = (−1) (n−1)/2 in the proof of (3). The minimal
where 0 occurs n times. Thus SO ε n (D 2κ ) and SO ε n (D 2κ ) ⊗ sgn • x ε n have the same minimal K-type by (3.3). Since they clearly have the same infinitesimal character, they are equivalent (see the note added in Section 3 of [1] ).
Degenerate principal series and Langlands classification
We let F be a nonarchimedean local field in this section. For k ≤ n we denote by P n k the parabolic subgroup of Sp n stabilizing a totally isotropic subspace of W n of dimension k. Composing a character µ ∈ Ω(F × ) by det gives a character of M n n (F ) ≃ GL n (F ). One can define the degenerate principal series representation I ψ n (µ) = Ind
( (
Let n be odd and µ ∈ Ω(F × ).
(
Proof. These results are proved in [45] .
CAP representations for odd orthogonal groups
We now work over a totally real field
Recall that ℓ π = #S π and ℓ − π = #S − π , where S π and S − π are defined in the notation section. Throughout this section n is odd. We associate to each function ǫ : S ∞ ∪ S π → µ 2 the irreducible admissible genuine representation Mp 
by Lemma 1.6. In particular, for ξ ∈ F × (5.1)
Proof. Fix a totally positive element η in F . Put µ p = χ pχ Take an element η ∈ F × such that (−1) (n−1)/2 ε v η is positive in F v for v ∈ S ∞ and such that S
by (5.1). We may further assume that L 
is entire and has no zeros in the right half-plane ℜs ≥ 
We finally see that Part II. CAP representations for symplectic groups
Theta correspondence revisited
Let F be a finite extension of Q p . When σ is an irreducible admissible representation of O(V ), we write n(σ) for the smallest integer k such that θ ψ k (σ) is nonzero. Recall the conservation relation conjectured by Kudla and Rallis [26] and proved by Sun and Zhu [39] .
Proposition 6.1 (Sun-Zhu [39]). For every irreducible admissible representation σ of O(V ) the following identity holds:
We denote the Clifford group of V ε n by G(V ε n ). Theorem 3.6(iii) of [36] gives an isomorphism τ ε n of G(V ε n )/F × onto O(V ε n ). Given g ∈ O(V ε n ), take an element h ∈ G(V ε n ) so that τ ε n (h) = g. We denote by x ε n (g) the coset represented by ν ε n (h) in F × /F ×2 , where the homomorphism ν ε n : G(V ε n ) → F × is defined in (3.4) of [36] . Clearly g → x ε n (g) gives a homomorphism of O(V ε n ) → F × /F ×2 . We shall describe some basic properties of theta correspondence for similitudes and relate it to the usual theta correspondences for isometric groups.
The symplectic similitude group of the symplectic space W k is defined by
where λ k (g) is a scalar. Let λ ± n be the similitude factor of GO(V ± n ). As is well-known, λ ± n (GO(V ± n )) = F × . When Π is a representation of Sp n (resp. O(V ± n )) and h ∈ GSp n (resp. GO(V ± n )), let Π h denote the equivalence class of the representation g → Π(h −1 gh).
We shall consider the product group R = GO(V ± n ) × GSp(W k ). This group contains the subgroup
The Weil representation ω ψ V ± n naturally extends to the group R 0 . Now consider the compactly induced representation ω V ǫ n = c-ind
, which is independent of ψ as a representation of R. For any irreducible representation σ of GO(V ǫ n ) (resp. GSp(W k )) the maximal σ-isotypic quotient of ω V ǫ n has the form σ ⊠ Θ(σ), where Θ(σ) is a representation of GSp(W k ) (resp. GO(V ǫ n )). Further, we let θ(σ) be the maximal semisimple quotient of Θ(σ). Then θ(σ) is irreducible whenever Θ(σ) is nonzero, and the map σ → θ(σ) is injective on its domain by the extended Howe conjecture for similitudes, which follows from the Howe conjecture for isometry groups. The following lemma relates the theta correspondence for isometries and similitudes. 
We work over a number field F in the following proposition. 
Saito-Kurokawa representations
Let F be a p-adic field. We begin by recalling the definition and construction of the Saito-Kurokawa A-packet SK 2 (π) on PGSp 2 associated to an irreducible admissible unitary generic representation π of PGL 2 (F ). Recall the quadratic space V . We consider the theta correspondence for the dual pair Mp(W 1 ) × PGSp 2 to construct SK 2 (π), which is independent of ψ, by
Schmidt [35] gives another way of constructing the packet SK 2 (π). We employ the symbols D + and D − defined in Section 3, which are the split and division quaternion algebras over F . Denote the reduced norm of
via the action of the latter on D ε given by (α, β) → αxβ. Moreover, an element of GO(V ε 2 ) of determinant −1 is given by the conjugation action c : x →x on D ε .
An irreducible representation of GSO(V ε 2 ) is of the form σ 1 ⊠ σ 2 , where σ i are representations of D × ε with equal central character. Moreover, the action of c on representations of GSO(V ε 2 ) is given by
The representation GO ε 2 (π) is irreducible unless ε = − and π ≃ St.
We associate to µ ∈ Ω(F × ) the degenerate principal series representation
The following results are included in the paper [25] by Kudla and Rallis.
Lemma 7.2 ([25]).
Assume that n is even. Let µ ∈ Ω(F × ).
which we denote by St n (χ).
When χ is the trivial character of F × , we shall write St n = St n (χ). 
is supercuspidal. Proof. These assertions are stated in Proposition 5.5 of [7] (see the paragraph after proof of [10, Theorem 8.1]).
We assume n to be even for the remainder of this paper. Let GQ n be a parabolic subgroup of GSp n with Levi subgroup
and GQ ± n a parabolic subgroup of GO(V ± n ) with Levi subgroup
8 . We denote the Langlands quotient of Ind
by SK ± n (π) and denote the Langlands quotient of
by GO ± n (π). Here SK − n (π) and GO − n (π) are interpreted as 0 if π − = 0. When these representations are restricted to the isometry groups, we write (1) Sp + n (π) is equivalent to the unique irreducible quotient of Ind
Proof. Lemma 7.3(1) implies (1). Consequently, (2) can be seen from §6.2 of [20] . We obtain (3) as a special case of [21, Proposition 3.11 (2) ]. Proposition 3.10(2) of [21] tells us that St n is equivalent to the Langlands quotient of
This combined with Lemma 7.3(2) proves (4).
Given a quadratic character χ : F × → µ 2 , we denote the unique irreducible quotient of the standard module
by Ξ χ n . When χ is trivial, we will write Ξ n = Ξ χ n . Let Q n n denote the parabolic subgroup of O(V + n ) stabilizing a maximal totally isotropic subspace of V + n and define the degenerate principal series representation J n (µ) = Ind
Lemma 7.7.
(1) O + n (π) is equivalent to the unique irreducible quotient of Ind
Proof. Lemma 6.1 of [13] implies (1), from which (2) is clear. Note that
One can observe from §7.4(B) of [36] that
, we can prove (3). If χ has order 2, then
), which implies (4). The proof for (5) is similar to the proof for Lemma 7.6(2). The last statement (6) is proved in [2] (see Theorem 8.2 of [43] ).
The following result is Proposition C.4(ii) of [11] .
(1) Let σ be a Langlands quotient of a standard module
then it is a quotient of
where GP is a parabolic subgroup of GSp n with Levi component
(2) Let Π be a Langlands quotient of a standard module
where P ′ is a parabolic subgroup of Sp n−1 (F ) with Levi component
In the following lemma we extend the theta correspondence to semisimple representations.
Lemma 7.9. If π is an irreducible admissible unitary infinite dimensional representation of PGL
Proof. Once we show that θ 2 , n 1 = n 2 = · · · = n r = 2 and π 0 is a tempered representation of SL 2 (F ) whose theta lift is equivalent to an irreducible summand of (
. If π − ≃ 1l, then the theta lift of (π − ⊠1l) ⋆ to GL 2 (F ) is zero by Lemma 4.1(i) of [10] , which is a contradiction in view of Lemma 6.2(1). Thus π − ≃ 1l and hence π ≃ St and σ ′ is equivalent to the unique irreducible subrepresentation of
is zero, which is a contradiction. Finally we discuss the real case. Let n be an even natural number. The direct sum D
k define a representation of PGSp n (R). For κ ∈ N we define the representation SK whose highest weight is
where κ − n 2 occurs n times.
CAP representations for even orthogonal groups
We go back to the global setting. Our basic number field F is totally real. Let n be an even natural number and
When n = 2, Conjecture 8.1 is the well-known result of Piatetski-Shapiro [33] (cf. [7] ). Though similitude groups may be more natural, we shall consider the isometry groups due to the lack of suitable extensions of Lemma 7.7(3), (4) to GO(V ± n ). Lemma 7.5 shows that Sp ǫ n (π) = ⊗ ′ v Sp ǫv n (π v ) is the sum of 2 d+k irreducible representations as an abstract representation of Sp n (A), where k is the number of finite primes p such that p ∈ S π \ S − π and such that ǫ p = −. Recall the sign ǫ n (π v ) ∈ µ 2 defined in Remark 1.2. 
Proof. We retain the notation of Remark 5.3. Take ξ ∈ F × so that
Fix a totally positive element η in F . Put µ p = χ pχ
. By assumption (−1) v∈S∞ κv p µ p (−1) = 1. We can now apply [20, Theorem 1.2, Remark 6.2(1)] to π ⊗χ (−1) n/2 η to observe that m cusp (Ik n (π)) = 1.
Let ε : S ∞ ∪ S π → µ 2 be a function which satisfies v ε v = 1 and ε v = (−1) n/2 for v ∈ S ∞ . Theorem 4.4 of [37] gives rise to a quadratic space V ε n over F whose localization at v is isometric to V εv n for all v.
(σ p )) be the finite part of the standard L-function of Ik n (σ). Lemma 7.6 says that
In the proof of Theorem 5.4 we have seen that L f (s, σ) is nonzero at s = n+1 2 + 1 − j for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus the denominator of the left hand side has a pole at s = 1. Since L(s, St 2,p ) is holomorphic for ℜs > 0 by Lemma 7.3(2) and [44, Lemma 7.2] , the right hand side is nonzero at s = 1 and holomorphic for ℜs > 0. Thus L f (s, Ik n (σ)) has a pole at s = 1 and is holomorphic for ℜs > 1. Since D (n) (2κv+n)/2 is tempered, its L-factor is holomorphic for ℜs > 0 by Lemma 7.2 of [44] . Therefore the complete L-function of Ik n (σ) has a pole at s = 1 and is holomorphic for ℜs > 1.
Proposition 6.3(1) gives a quadratic space V of dimension 2n and discriminant 1 such that θ ψ V (Ik n (σ)) is nonzero and cuspidal. Because of the choice of η, Proposition 7.8 shows that
Arguing as above, one can see that the standard L-function of Ξ ε n (σ) is entire and has no zero at s = 1. We get 
is a cuspidal automorphic representation of Sp n (A). Thus m cusp (Π) ≥ 1.
Duke-Imamoglu-Ikeda lifts and theta functions
We denote the integer ring of F by o, that of F p by o p and the different of F/Q by d = p d p . From now on we assume that dn is a multiple of 4. Then there exists a totally positive definite quadratic space (V n , ( , )) of rank 2n that is split at every finite prime. To simplify the matter, we suppose that π is an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of PGL 2 (A) whose archimedean component is D ⊠d n with even natural number n and whose nonarchimedean component is an irreducible principal series ⊗ ′ p I(µ p , µ −1 p ). For ease of notations we put
(cf. (7.1), Lemmas 7.6(2) and 7.7(5)) If ε 
These intertwining maps are unique up to scalar multiple. The Weil representation ω ψ Vn can be realized on the space S(V n n (A)) of Schwartz functions on V n n (A) with
is the matrix of inner product of the components of x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ V n n (A). Let S(V n n (A)) be the subspace of S(V n n (A)) which corresponds to a polynomial Fock space at every real prime. We shall construct a nonzero Fv) ) is irreducible by Theorem 4.6 of [28] , we can define by Rallis's theorem the O(
We call a lattice L in a quadratic space V over F even if (x, x) ∈ 2o for every x ∈ L, and unimodular if L equals its dual lattice {x ∈ V(F ) | (x, L) ∈ o}. As is well-known, even unimodular lattices form a single genus. For h ∈ O(V, A), we write hL for the lattice defined by (
Fix an even unimodular lattice L in V n (F ). Let Ξ n denote a fixed set of lattices that are representatives for the classes belonging to the genus of L . We identify the finite set O(V n , F )\O(V n , A)/K L with Ξ n via the map h → hL and regard K L -invariant automorphic forms on O(V n , A) as functions on the set Ξ n . Its standard L-function is defined in [34, 44] .
Fix an o p -basis e p,1 , . . . , e p,n , f p,1 , . . . , f p,n of L p such that (e p,i , e p,j ) = 0, (f p,i , f p,j ) = 0, (e p,i , f p,j ) = δ ij .
Put e p = (e p,1 , e p,2 , . . . , e p,n ) ∈ V n n (F p ). Following [29] , we consider the following integral, which is absolutely convergent for ℜs ≥ n 2 ,
where
We can define the intertwining map ϑ 
On the other hand, for v ∈ S ∞ , g ∈ Sp 2k (F v 
(g, h)φ (g, h)φ L ) = θ hL (g(i 2k ))/J 2k (g, i 2k ) (g ∈ Sp 2k (A ∞ ), h ∈ O(V 2k , A)).
If we put Z = g(i 2k ), then J 2k (g, i 2k )θ (1) When k = 1 and F = Q, the theta lift of this type has been studied by Yoshida [46] (cf. [35, Theorem 5.4] ).
(2) The linear subspace of M 12 (Sp 12 (Z)) spanned by the theta series associated to the 24 different Niemeier lattices is extensively studied in [4, 31, 17, 18, 5] . It intersects the space of cusp forms in a one dimensional subspace. Its basis vector is explicitly given in Theorem 4 of [4] . Letting F = Q and k = 6, Ikeda verified that this subspace is spanned also by his lift F 6 of the Ramanujan delta function in Section 15 of [17] . (3) The function f can be obtained by the integral
where dµ denotes the Sp 2k (A ∞ )-invariant top degree differential form on H d 2k . When F = Q, we can view our identity as a refinement of the general formula (IX.1) of [3] .
